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Home of interior and set designer Patrycja Rabińska

Patrycja studied interior design and set design, experience and knowledge can be seen 
immediately after entering the house. She arranged fondly and easily the huge open space
like, a composition of scenes, where one can rest, eat or cook. 

Intentional palette of colors determines the coherence of this interior. Shades of dusty pink,
and the flashes of brass play subtly against the background of warm gray. Accessories 
collected over the years create an unpretentious space. 

First there was a dream about a terrace. The house was only supposed to surround it, to 
hide it intimately from the outside world. The house is settled in Konstancin near Warsaw, 
in an open field with a “château” looming on the horizon. That is why Patrycja came up 
with a shape of the building formed of two wings, so one can look on the patio. 

The interior colors are subtle. She chose gray because of the neutral base that this color 
creates, the intimacy it builds in the interior, and the practicality of use, because at home, 
with a child and two dogs, it is difficult to keep light colors clean. Patrycja likes radical 
solutions, she also painted the ceiling gray, which resulted in a cozy "box". The fabrics are 
also important - soft, velvety, in muted colors. To both side wings of the house there are 
passages slightly theatrically covered with curtains. 

Symmetrical walls separate the living room “stage” from the backstage. On the one hand, 
it displays artistic kimonos, on the other hand, it hides the kitchen and a lounge area. The 
beautiful, artistic kimonos that hang on walls were specially imported from Japan. It is the 
crowning achievement of the owner's fascination with the art of the East. In the foreground
an antique table and vintage chairs from various sources. The walls and curtains separate 
zones, it creates an excellent space for exhibition. 

In the kitchen, instead of traditional hanging on the wall upper cabinets, Patrycja designed 
a shallow but high cabinet with sliding doors. The shelves are hidden but accessible, what 
is more she can create in it a mini arrangements, with her beautiful porcelain. 

Patrycja is extremely sensitive to colors and perfectly moves in this area.
She likes the most unobvious, difficult to name colors. She did a dozen tries before finding 
the right shade of gray. Composing cement tiles in the corridor was a lot of fun for her. 
Carefully and with an enviable sense, she selects accessories in her favourite pink palette,
juxtaposes items from various era, styles and fabrics. Repaints old furniture without 
hesitation. Patrycja collected most of the items for years, while she was working as a 
stylist. The most important piece of furniture is the living room is a pre-war cupboard 
hunted by her and her partner on the old-age market in Bronisze around Warsaw. It spent 
10 years in her parents’ garage before getting a place. Patrycja, especially for it, came up 
with a wall separating the kitchen in an open space. 



The kitchen vintage lamp was stripped of crystals just for cleaning, but it stayed that way. It
plays great with the gray walls and floor. Patrycja chose marble for the worktop, not 
worrying about the fact that it may deteriorate over time. The house must live. 

Behind the curtain there is a private part of the house with a bedroom, children's room and
Patrycja's studio. 

Steel bed in her daughters room also has its story, it served Patrycja in her youthful room 
as a sofa. The steel frame had a standard length, so it was shortened for a little girl. Aniela
grows and the cut pieces are just waiting to be welded. 

Atelier of Patrycja has its own direct access from the outside. There are poufs made of 
golden paper fabric, in front of it, an old cabinet for storing drawings and projects and huge
table for work. 


